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Note: The letters to the right indicate which age groups were asked each question. 
C=Child 0-15 year  years, Y=Young adult 16-24 years, A=Adult 25-64 years and O=Older adult 65+ years
For all questions, 998=Unsure/Don't know, 999=Refused

INT40 (CATI only) Hello, my name is______, I am calling from ECU Survey Research Centre on behalf of the WA 
Department of Health regarding the health and wellbeing survey. The Department would like to invite you 
take part in this important survey to gather information on the health and wellbeing of Western Australians 
for planning and developing health services. We would appreciate your help with this survey.... (pause).

(CATI only, answering machine script) Hello, my name is___, I am calling on behalf of the WA Department of 
Health regarding the health and wellbeing survey.  Sorry to have missed you. We will call again later or if you 
would like to make an appointment for us to call, please telephone 63042100 during business hours. Thank 
you.

(CATI only, additional information about how name and address was obtained if this issue is raised by the 
respondent).
We obtained your number from SamplePages. At some point in the past, you consented to your data being 
used by a third party data supplier for third party marketing.  If you would like more informattion we suggest 
you visit https://samplepages.com.au/contact/.

(Online only) Welcome to the online Health and Wellbeing survey of the Western Australian Department of 
Health. The Department would like you to take part in this important initiative to ensure that up-to-date 
information on the health and wellbeing of Western Australians is available to plan and develop health 
services. 

(Online only) Data is collected for health system monitoring and research purposes and retained by ECU 
SRC for a period of two years after completion of the project. Names or identifiable details are permanently 
deleted from our databases after 3 months. Data collected will not be used for other purposes.

(Online only) [Click here for more information] <Insert page 2 of brochure>

(Online only) Please click the right arrow below to consent to the survey and continue.

DEM0 <This is skipped for ONLINE version> In which state or territory do you live?  State
(Single Response. DO NOT READ OUT)

1 Western Australia
2 Victoria
3 New South Wales
4 Australian Capital Territory
5 Queensland
6 South Australia
7 Tasmania
8 Northern Territory
9 Overseas Locality

998 <Excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <Excluded from online> Refused

INT05 (SEQUENCE: SKIP INT05 IF DEM0==1 OR DEM0==0 (BLANK)) Thank you for your time, but unfortunately we 
can only interview WA residents. If you have any questions about this survey, our phone number is 6304 
2100. In case you missed it, my name is (interviewer name) from the Survey Research Centre at Edith Cowan 
University.
(Interviewer note: Click next or hit enter to finish screening out) (Note from programmer: this screens out as 
"Not WA resident")

LET1 <This is skipped for ONLINE version> Have you recently received a letter from us about the health and 
wellbeing survey? letter

C  Y  A  O 

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don't know/Can’t remember

PREAMBLE <for online, this is on same page as yes_hhold> <wording to show for CATI if LET1 is 0 (no): "The letter 
invites your household to take part in a  survey to help the Department of Health plan, improve and develop 
health services in your local community."> 

<CATI only: "On average the survey takes 25 minutes, and your participation is voluntary.  You may 
withdraw from the survey at any time and you may refuse to answer any of the questions. All your responses 
will be kept confidential, however this interview may be recorded and listened to for training and quality 
control purposes. The answers from all people interviewed will be combined together and no individual 
answers will be published or passed on.">
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<ALL>The Department's Human Research Ethics Committee has approved this survey. Edith Cowan 
University Survey Research Centre collects the data for the Departments and abides by the Australian 
Privacy Principles. Data collected by ECU SRC is retained for a period of two years after completion of the 
project. Names and other identifiable details are permanently deleted from our databases after 3 months. 
Data collected will not be used for other purposes.  If you would like to discuss any aspect of this survey or 
provide confidential feedback you may contact Tim Landrigan at the WA Department of Health on 08 6373 
3806.
 preamble

YES_HHOLD  <from here until indicated is CATI wording> The person in your household with the next birthday should 
complete the survey. What is the age of the person in your household with the next birthday?  <If the answer 
is under 16, ask to do interview with the selected age group with parent/guardian responding on behalf of 
child. If the answer is 16 or over, ask to do interview with the next person in the household to have a 
birthday>. 

<If respondent does not wish to hand phone to next person to have a birthday, or person with next birthday 
not available> 
Would you be willing to participate in the survey instead? yes_hhold
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
REPEAT INTRODUCTION IF DIFFERENT PERSON SELECTED FROM WHO ANSWERED THE PHONE
<above is for CATI only, below is the online wording>
All information given will remain confidential. The answers from all people interviewed will be gathered 
together and no individual answers will be published or passed on. Your responses will form a part of a 
picture of your local community. On average the survey takes 20 minutes, and participation is voluntary. If 
you leave the survey before you have finished it your answers will be saved and you can continue at a later 
time using your personal ID provided on the letter you received. If you do not finish the survey, your 
answers will not be used for the analysis. 

The person in your household with the next birthday should complete the survey. If that person is aged 
under 16 years, then a parent or guardian should complete the survey on behalf of the child.

What is the age group of the person with the next birthday in your household? yes_hhold
1 16 and over - the survey needs to be completed by this person. <Note that the wording of these codes is the 

same for both CATI and online>
2 Under 16 - the survey needs to be completed by an adult parent/guardian that knows the child best

DEM1 <Skip If YES_HHOLD=2> What was your age last birthday? age  Y  A O
(Single Response. )(Type in age - the numeric entry box at bottom should already be selected. Then hit enter 
or left click "next" at the bottom to continue)
Enter age_____ ( Unlikely response 91-110) (Answers under 16 not allowed)

999 <Excluded from online> Refused age - ONLY USED IN EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES <TERMINATES 
INTERVIEW>

(Joint screen 
DEM2A-DEM2D)

<Skip If YES_HHOLD=1> As some of the questions relate to certain groups of children only, we need to 
know how old your child is.

C

(REFUSED = 999 and DON'T KNOW = 998 in FIRST field, 0 in the others 
Enter age in whatever form it is described.)
<At least 1 field must be above 0. Can accept answers above 0 in multiple fields. If fields combined add up to 
16 years or older, answer not accepted>

DEM2A Years :  _______  <0 to 15 allowed> <998/999 terminates interview> ageyrs
DEM2B and/or 

Months _______  <0 to 99 allowed> agemths
DEM2C and/or 

Weeks _______  <0 to 52 allowed> agewks
DEM2D and/or  _______  <0 to 365 allowed> agedays 

SGRP <Invisible question. Does not appear to interviewers. Auto calculates based on ages in DEM1 or DEM2. For 
example if age given in DEM1 is 65 then code 4 is picked here. Correlates to the "QTYPE" column in this 
survey document. For example if a question is tagged as ONLY "C", that means it is skipped unless 
SGRP=1>

C Y A O

1 CHILD <This correlates to "C  <16:">
2 YOUNG ADULT <Correlates to "Y 16 to 24">
3 ADULT   <Correlates to "A 25-64">
4 OLDER ADULT <Correlates to "O 65+>

DEM4 Because we are going to ask lots of questions about your child, [would you mind telling me / please write 
down] your child’s first name so that we can use this during the [interview? You can use a made up name if 
you like / survey. This does not necessarily need to be his or her first name, it can also be a nickname].                                                                                                                                                         
(Interviewer note: the name will be used in the survey to help ensure we are asking questions about the 
same child throughout. You can provide whatever name or description you think will assist with this.)   
chldname

C

(Single Response)
1 Enter name: <specify>

<USE FIRST NAME OF CHILD THROUGHOUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE WHERE “[CHILD]” appears> C
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DEM5 What is <your/[CHILD]’s> sex?  sex C Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 Female
1 Male
2 Other/Don't identify as female/male

CHA32 How do you describe <your/ [CHILD'S]> gender? gender C Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 <Woman / Girl> or female
1 <Man / Boy> or male
2 Non-binary
3 Different term <do NOT specify>

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <as noted in overall programming notes at top of document, this is always 
"Unsure" for online unless specified otherwise>

999 Refused

DEM6 What is your relationship to [CHILD]? relation C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

1 Mother
2 Father
3 Other relative
4 Other

GENERAL HEALTH (Module GEN)

GEN1 These first few questions ask about <your/your child's> health.
 In general, how would you say <your/[CHILD]’s> health is:  sf1gen

C Y A O

(Read Options.  Single Response)
1 Excellent
2 Very good
3 Good
4 Fair
5 Poor

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

GEN11A Do you or does anyone in your family have any disability? disableadult Y A O
(Do NOT read options. If 'yes' ask: 'is that yourself, or another member of your family?'. Single Response.)

0 No
1 Yes, me
2 Yes, other member/s of my family
3 Yes, me AND other member/s of my family

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

GEN11B Does [CHILD] have any disability? disablechild C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

GEN12 <Ask question if GEN11a=1 or 2 or 3 or GEN11b=1> How much does this impact you or your family? impact
C Y A O

(Read Options. Single Response)
1 Not much of an impact
2 Some impact
3 A fairly big impact
4 A big impact
5 A very big impact

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

GEN13 <Ask question if GEN11a=2,3 or GEN11b=1> Are you the main or principal carer of <this family member/[CHILD]>? 
carer

C Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes

997 Family member/s does not need a carer
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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CO-MORBIDITY (Module COM)

Combined 
screen COM6 to 

COM10

Now I’m going to ask you about health conditions that some people may have.
Has a doctor ever told you that you have:
(Do NOT read options. Single Response) <COM6 to COM10 combined on one screen>

Y A O

COM6 Osteoarthritis arthrit (interviewer note: also known as arthritis)
0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

 
COM6A Rheumatoid arthritis rheum

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

COM7 Heart disease heart
0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM8 Stroke  stroke
0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM9 Non-melanoma skin cancer <interviewer note: also known as squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and basal cell 
carcinoma (BCC)> skincancer

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM10 Osteoporosis  osteopor
0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

Joint screen 
COM11A to 

COM11_CODES

When did you last have your cholesterol level measured?
<Online only extra text: "Enter how many days, weeks, months or years ago."> Y A O

(Single Response. Record in days, weeks, months or years)
(If you select a code and then need to unselect it - left click it again)
<Blank and 0 allowed for unused fields. Cannot pick a code plus any non-zero answer. 
Contrary to interviewer note, this question allows / has always allowed entering answers into both years and 
months etc>

COM11A Days     _____   choldays (Unlikely response 61-550)
COM11B Weeks  _____   cholwks (Unlikely response 53-100)
COM11C Months  _____   cholmths (Unlikely response 13-36)
COM11D Years    _____   cholyrs (Unlikely response 11-90)

COM11_CODES <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question> 

997 Never measured <exclusive code>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused <exclusive code>

COM12 <skip if COM11_CODES=997> Has a doctor ever told you that you had high cholesterol? choles Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM13 <ask if COM12=1> Do you still have high cholesterol? cholstil Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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COM14 <ask if COM12=1> Do you take any medication for high cholesterol?  cholmed Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

Joint screen 
COM15A to 

COM15_CODES

When did you last have your blood pressure measured?  
Y A O

(Single Response. Record in days, weeks, months or years.)
<Blank and 0 allowed for unused fields. Cannot pick a code plus any non-zero answer. 
Contrary to interviewer note, this question allows / has always allowed entering answers into both years and 
months etc>

COM15A Days     _____   hibpdays (Unlikely response 31-365)
COM15B Weeks  _____   hibpwks (Unlikely response 53-100)
COM15C Months  _____   hibpmths (Unlikely response 13-36)
COM15D Years    _____   hibpyrs (Unlikely response 11-90)

COM15_CODES <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
997 Never measured <exclusive code>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused <exclusive code>

COM16 <skip if COM15_CODES=997> Has a doctor ever told you that you had high blood pressure? hibp Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM17 <Skip if NOT COM16=1> Do you still have high blood pressure? hibpstil Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM18 <Skip if NOT COM16=1> Do you take any medication for high blood pressure?  hibpmed Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM21 Has a doctor ever told you that you had diabetes? diabetes Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No  
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM24 <ask if COM21=1> What type of diabetes were you told you had?  diabtype Y A O
(PROMPT IF NEEDED. Single Response)

1 <CATI: "Type 1" / Online: "Type 1 – Insulin dependent, Juvenile onset"> (interviewer note: also known as 
insulin dependent or juvenile onset)

2 <CATI: "Type 2" / Online "Type 2 – Non-insulin dependent, Mature onset"> (interviewer note: also known as non-
insulin dependent or mature onset)

3 Gestational diabetes (interviewer note: this is high blood sugar during pregnancy that goes away when baby 
is born) <Programmer note: this option hidden / not available if DEM5=1>

997 Other <do NOT specify>
998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

COM25 <show if child survey: "The following questions are about health conditions that some people may have.">
Has a doctor ever told you that <you have/[CHILD] has> asthma?  asthma C Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM26 <skip if COM25 is not 1 (yes)> <Have you/Has [CHILD]> had symptoms of asthma or taken treatment for 
asthma in the last 12 months?  Symptoms include: breathlessness, wheezing or a dry cough. asthsymtrt C Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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COM37 <skip if COM25 is not 1 (yes)> Do you have a written asthma action plan <for [CHILD]>, that is, written 
instructions of what to do if the asthma is worse or out of control? asthplan

C Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM38 <skip if COM25 is not 1 (yes)> During the last 4 weeks how often did <your/[CHILD]'s> asthma interfere with 
<your/[CHILD]'s> daily activities? asthinter

C Y A O

(Read Options. Single Response)
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 None of the time

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

COM19 Other than asthma, has a doctor ever told you that you had a respiratory problem such as Chronic 
Bronchitis, Emphysema, Chronic Lung Disease or COPD that has lasted 6 months or more? resp6mo

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM20 <skip if COM19 is not 1 (yes)> Do you still have this respiratory problem?  respallstil Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM29 In the past 12 months how many injuries <have you had/did [CHILD] have> that required treatment from a 
health professional? 
<Online: "Enter 0 if none">

C Y A O

(Single Response. Code NONE as 0. Interviewer note: The Royal Flying Doctors is included as a health 
professional).  
Enter number ______________ <Unlikely response 11-50> injury

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

COM35 <skip if COM29=0,998 or 999> How many of these injuries were falls? C Y A O
(Single Response. Code None as 0, Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember as 998 and Refused as 999)
Enter number _______________ <Max answer (both CATI and online) is set to to COM29 answer>  falls    

HEALTH SERVICE UTILISATION (Module SER)

SER1 <In online, ser1 to ser7 is a jont screen> How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> 
used these health services? 
Primary health services, for example medical specialist, general practitioner, community health centre, 
community or district nurses 

C Y A O

(None = 0)
Enter number  _______ (CATI: Unlikely response 25-200) (Online: max answer of 999)  primary

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SER2 Hospital based services, for example overnight stay, accident & emergency department or outpatients 
C Y A O

(PROMPT IF NEEDED: How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> used these health 
services?)
(None = 0)
Enter number _______ (CATI: Unlikely response 5-100) (Online: max answer of 999) hospbase

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SER3 Allied health services, for example optician, physiotherapist, chiropractor, podiatrist, dietitian, nutritionist, 
occupational therapist, diabetes/other health educator 

C Y A O

(PROMPT IF NEEDED: How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> used these health 
services?)
(None = 0)
Enter number  _______ (CATI: Unlikely response 25-150) (Online: max answer of 999)  allied

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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SER4 Dental services, for example dentist, dental hygienist C Y A O
(PROMPT IF NEEDED: How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> used these health 
services?)
(None = 0)
Enter number _______ (CATI: Unlikely response 8-100) (Online: max answer of 999) dental

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SER5 A mental health service, for example psychiatrist, psychologist or counsellor C Y A O
(PROMPT IF NEEDED: How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> used these health 
services?)
(None = 0)
Enter number _______  (CATI: Unlikely response 10-100) (Online: max answer of 999) mental

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SER6 Alternative health services, for example acupuncturist, naturopath, homeopath or any other alternative 
health service 

C Y A O

(PROMPT IF NEEDED: How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> used these health 
services?)
(None = 0)
Enter number   _______ (CATI: Unlikely response 12-100) (Online: max answer of 999) althealth

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SER8 How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> used telehealth services?. (interviewer note 
if needed: Telehealth is a health appointment by telephone or videoconference, connecting you with your 
medical specialist, general practitioner, allied health professional or nurse)  

C Y A O

(None = 0)
(PROMPT IF NEEDED: How many times in the past 12 months <have you/has [CHILD]> used these health 
services?)
Enter number   _______  (Unlikely response 25-150) telehealth

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

CHILD DEVELOPMENT (Module DEV)

Joint screen 
DEV3A to 

DEV3_CODES

<Skip if age is 5 or older>
<CATI only text: "Now I would like to ask you some more general questions about [CHILD]’s development.">
 If [CHILD] was breastfed, how long were they breastfed for?  C

(If you select a code and then need to unselect it - left click it again)
<Requires a answer greater than zero in days or weeks or months, OR a code picked. Can have an answer in 
both weeks and months etc., including all numeric boxes filled, but can't pick a code plus another (non-zero) 
answer. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

DEV3A ____ days  brstdays (CATI: Unlikely response 121-720) (Online: max answer of 900)
DEV3B ____ weeks  brstwks   (CATI: Unlikely response 53-150) (Online: max answer of 900)
DEV3C ____ months  brstmths (CATI: Unlikely response 37-60) (Online: max answer of 900)

DEV3_CODES <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
995 Didn't breastfeed/child was never breastfed <exclusive code>
997 [CHILD] is still breastfeeding <exclusive code>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
DEV4A to 

DEV4_CODES

<Skip if age is 5 or older> <skip to TIMINGDEV if DEV3_CODES=998,999 (skipping DEV4, DEV5, DEV9 and 
DEV6)> At what age did you first introduce water to [CHILD]? C

(If respondent answers "from birth" code as 1 in days field and 0 in weeks and 0 in months fields)
<Requires a answer greater than zero in days or weeks or months, OR a code picked. Can have an answer in 
both weeks and months etc., including all numeric boxes filled, but can't pick a code plus another (non-zero) 

DEV4A ____ days  watdays  (CATI: Unlikely response 41-300) (Online: max answer of 900)
DEV4B ____ weeks  watwks (CATI: Unlikely response 41-150) (Online: max answer of 900)
DEV4C ____ months  watmths (CATI: Unlikely response 13-24) (Online: max answer of 900)

DEV4_CODES <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
997 [CHILD] hasn't had any water yet <exclusive code>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
DEV5A to 

DEV5_CODES

<Skip if age is 5 or older> At what age did you first introduce liquids other than water and formula to 
[CHILD]? 

C
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(If respondent answers "from birth" code as 1 in days field and 0 in weeks and 0 in months fields)
<Requires a answer greater than zero in days or weeks or months, OR a code picked. Can have an answer in 
both weeks and months etc., including all numeric boxes filled, but can't pick a code plus another (non-zero) 
answer. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

DEV5A ____ days  liqdays (CATI: Unlikely response 41-300) (Online: max answer of 900)
DEV5B ____ weeks  liqwks (CATI: Unlikely response 41-150) (Online: max answer of 900)
DEV5C ____ months  liqmths (CATI: Unlikely response 13-60) (Online: max answer of 900)

DEV5_CODES <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
997 [CHILD] hasn't had any liquids yet <exclusive code>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
DEV9A to 

DEV9_CODES

[skip if age >=5] At what age did you first introduce infant formula to [CHILD]? 
C

(If respondent answers "from birth" code as 1 in days field and 0 in weeks and 0 in months fields)
<Requires a answer greater than zero in days or weeks or months, OR a code picked. Can have an answer in 
both weeks and months etc., including all numeric boxes filled, but can't pick a code plus another (non-zero) 
answer. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

DEV9A ____ days formdays (CATI: Unlikely response 41-300) (Online: max answer of 900)   
DEV9B ____ weeks  formwks  (CATI: Unlikely response 41-150) (Online: max answer of 900) 
DEV9C ____ months  formmths (CATI: Unlikely response 13-24) (Online: max answer of 900) 

DEV9_CODES <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
997 [CHILD] hasn't had formula <exclusive code>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
DEV6A to 

DEV6_CODES

[skip if age >=5] At what age did you first introduce foods other than liquids to [CHILD]? 
C

(If respondent answers "from birth" code as 1 in days field and 0 in weeks and 0 in months fields)
<Requires a answer greater than zero in days or weeks or months, OR a code picked. Can have an answer in 
both weeks and months etc., including all numeric boxes filled, but can't pick a code plus another (non-zero) 
answer. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

DEV6A ____ days  soldays (CATI: Unlikely response 41-300) (Online: max answer of 900)      
DEV6B ____ weeks  solwks  (CATI: Unlikely response 41-150) (Online: max answer of 900)
DEV6C ____ months  solmths (CATI: Unlikely response 13-24) (Online: max answer of 900) 

DEV6_CODES <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
997 [CHILD] hasn't had any solid foods yet <exclusive code>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 Refused  <exclusive code>

KESSLER PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS SCALE (Module KES) 

KES1 The next questions are about how you have been feeling in the past 4 weeks. Y A O

In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel tired out for no good reason?  K1
(Read Options. Single Response)
(Interviewer note: The following 10 questions are part of the K10, a standardised instrument that measures 
psychological distress).

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES2 In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel nervous?   K2 Y A O
(Read Options. Single Response)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES3 <skip if KES2=5> In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel so nervous that nothing could calm 
you down?  K3

Y A O

(Read Options if needed. Single Response)
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES4 In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel hopeless?  K4 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time
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KES5 In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel restless or fidgety?  K5 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES6 <skip if KES5=5> In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel so restless you could not sit still?  K6
Y A O

(Read Options. Single Response)
1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES7 In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel depressed?  K7 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES8 In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel everything was an effort?  K8 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES9 In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel so sad that nothing could cheer you up? K9 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

KES10 In the past four weeks, about how often did you feel worthless? K10 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A little of the time
5 None of the time

LIFESTYLE – PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (Module PHY)

PHY1 <skip if age is under 5> The next few questions are about physical activity. C Y A O
How would you rate <your/[CHILD]'s> physical activity level? Parate
(Read Options. Single Response)

1 Very active
2 Active
3 Moderately active
4 Not very active
5 Not at all active

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

PHY11 Over the last week, how many days were you physically active for a total of at least 60 minutes per day?
Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of days.)
Number of days _____ lastwk (Allowable response 0-7) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

PHY10 Over a typical week, how many days are you physically active for a total of at least 60 minutes per day?
Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of days.)
Number of days _____ typicalwk (Allowable response 0-7) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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PHY2B <skip if age is under 5> On how many of the past 7 days did [CHILD] exercise or participate in physical 
activity for at least 20 minutes that made [CHILD] sweat and breathe hard, such as basketball, netball, 
soccer, football, running, fast bike riding, aerobics? (Interviewer note: other examples also include vigorous 
swimming, dancing, parkour)

C

(Single Response. Enter number of days.)
Number of Days ____  vigkidsB (Allowable response 0-7) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

Joint screen 
PHY2AH and 

PHY2AM

<skip if age is under 5> <Skip if PHY2B=0,998 or 999> What do you estimate was the total time that [CHILD] 
spent doing this vigorous physical activity in the past week?
<Online only: "Enter the number of hours and/or minutes.">

C

(Single Response. Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes. Code Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember as 
998 and Refused as 999 in the FIRST field. )

PHY2AH Hours____     vigkidhrs  (Unlikely response 25-35) 
PHY2AM Minutes ____    vigkidmins (Allowable response 0-60)

PHY3B <skip if age is under 5> On how many of the past 7 days did [CHILD] participate in physical activity for at 
least 30 minutes that did not make them sweat or breathe hard, such as fast walking, slow bike riding, 
rollerblading or skate boarding?  
<Online only: "Enter the number of days.">
(Interviewer note: other examples also include moderate swimming, dancing, scooter riding, trampolining, 
gymnastics).

C

(Single Response. Enter number of days.)
Number of days ____ modkidsB (Allowable response 0-7) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

Joint screen 
PHY3AH and 

PHY3AM

<skip if age is under 5> <Skip if PHY3B=0,998 or 999> What do you estimate was the total time that [CHILD] 
spent doing this moderate physical activity in the past week? C

(Single Response. Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes. Code Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember as 
998 and Refused as 999 in the FIRST field. )

PHY3AH Hours____     modkidhrs (Unlikely response 16-35)  
PHY3AM Minutes _____    modkidmins (Allowable response 0-60) 

PHY3C <skip if age is under 5> How many days in the past week has [CHILD] done any vigorous or moderate 
physical activity for a total of at least 60 minutes? 

C

(Single Response. Enter number of days.)
Number of Days ____  padaykidsA (Allowable response 0-7) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

PHY4 In the past week, how many times have you walked continuously, for at least 10 minutes, for recreation, 
exercise or to get to or from places?  

Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of times.)
Number of times ____ timeswlk  (Unlikely response 15-50) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

Joint screen 
PHY5A and 

PHY5B

<Skip if PHY4=0,998 or 999> What do you estimate was the total time that you spent walking in this way in 
the past week? 
<Online only: "Enter the number of hours and/or minutes.">

Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes. Code Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember as 
998 and Refused as 999 in the FIRST field. )

PHY5A Hours____     walkhrs (Unlikely response 16-35) 
PHY5B Minutes ____    walkmins (Allowable response 0-60) 

PHY6 This question excludes household chores or gardening. In the past week, how many times did you do any 
vigorous physical activity that made you breathe harder or puff and pant? (e.g. tennis, jogging, cycling, keep 
fit exercises). 

Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of times.)
Number of times ____  timesvig (Unlikely response 22-70) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

Joint screen 
PHY7A and 

PHY7B

<Skip if PHY6=0,998 or 999> What do you estimate was the total time that you spent doing this vigorous 
physical activity in the past week? 
<Online only: "Enter the number of hours and/or minutes.">

Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes. Code Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember as 
998 and Refused as 999 in the FIRST field. )

PHY7A Hours____     vighrs (Unlikely response 15-84)           
PHY7B  Minutes ____    vigmins (Allowable response 0-60) 
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PHY8 This question excludes household chores or gardening. In the past week how many times did you do any 
other more moderate physical activities that you have not already mentioned (e.g. lawn bowls, golf, gentle 
swimming, etc)? 

Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of times.)
Number of times ____ timesmod (Unlikely response 71-140)     

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

Joint screen 
PHY9A and 

PHY9B

<Skip if PHY8=0,998 or 999> What do you estimate was the total time that you spent doing this moderate 
physical activity in the past week? 
<Online only: "Enter the number of hours and/or minutes.">

Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes. Code Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember as 
998 and Refused as 999 in the FIRST field. )

PHY9A Hours____     modhrs (Unlikely response 15-100)  
PHY9B Minutes ____    modmins (Allowable response 0-60)  

PHY12 <Online question only> Is there anything you would like to add about the previous questions about your 
physical activity?  patext

Y A O

____________________ (open answer, can be left blank, maximum 1000 characters) 
1 Yes (please specify): <Max length 1000 characters. Min length 1 IF selected)

99 No

LIFESTYLE – SEDENTARY ACTIVITY (Module SED)

SED1 How do you usually spend most of your day?  daymost (Interviewer note: if asked, refer to a usual working 
day)

Y A O

(Read Options. Single Response.)
1 Mostly sitting
2 Mostly standing
3 Mostly walking
4 Mostly doing heavy labour or physically demanding work

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

Joint screen 
SED2A - SED2B

Excluding <Adult: "work" / Child: "school"> time, how many hours per week <do you / does [CHILD]> spend 
watching TV or using a smartphone, computer, or tablet device (for streaming services, using internet, to 
play games etc)?
<Online only: "Enter the number of hours and/or minutes.
If no time spent doing this, put 0 in hours.">
(interviewer note: recreational screen time)
(Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes. REFUSED = 999   DON'T KNOW = 998. DIDN'T WATCH ANY TV 
(NONE) = 0 in FIRST field)

C Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes.)
<answer required in at least 1 field - and 0 counts as an answer (0 in hours and blank mins accepted, but not 
vice versa).>

SED2A Hours   ______     tvhrs  (CATI: Unlikely response 45-140) (Online: max of 200)
SED2B Minutes _____  tvmins (CATI: Allowable response 0-59) (Online: max of 900)

Joint screen 
SED3-SED3A

On a usual night how many hours sleep <do you/does [CHILD]> get?
<Online only: "Enter the number of hours and/or minutes.">

C Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of hours AND/OR minutes. Code Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember as 
998 and Refused as 999)
<Requires an answer above 0 in at least 1 field>

SED3 Hours   ______     sleephrs (Unlikely response 12-24) 
SED3A Minutes _____  sleepmins (CATI: Allowable response 0-59) (Online: max of 900)

BODY MEASUREMENTS (Module BOD)

Joint screen 
BOD1A to 

BOD1A_CODE

<Skip if age is less than 5> What is <your/[CHILD]’s> height without shoes?
C Y A O

(Single Response.)
<Answer needed in cm OR feet AND inches (0 counts as an answer in inches) or a code picked.>

BOD1A Centimetres ___  hghtcm (Does not allow answers from 1 to 70 in CATI. Unlikely response 191-220, allow 
decimals) 

OR
BOD1B Feet ___   hghtft   (Allowable response 0-6, unlikely response for 7) (Decimal allowed online only)
BOD1C Inches ___  hghtin (Allowable response 0-11, allow decimals)

BOD1A_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>
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Joint screen 
BOD2A to 

BOD2A_CODE

<skip if age is less than 5> How much <do you/does [CHILD]> weigh without clothes or shoes? 
C Y A O

(Single Response. Note: 1 Stone = 14 pounds - i.e. 9 and a half stone = 9 stone 7 pounds)
<Answer needed in kilos OR stones and pounds OR just stones OR just pounds. Or a code picked>

BOD2A Kilograms (Kg) ____  wghtkg (Unlikely response male: 130-500 female: 110-500, allow decimals) 
OR

BOD2B Stones   ____    wghtst   (Unlikely response 41-60, allow decimals)  
BOD2C Pounds ____   wghtlb (Unlikely response 401-600, allow decimals)

BOD2A_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>

BOD4 <skip if age is less than 5> Do you consider <yourself/[CHILD]> to be? (Read options. Single Response.) 
wghtclass

C Y A O

1 Underweight
2 Normal weight
3 Overweight
4 Very overweight <interviewer note: if respondent mentions obese choose this option>

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

BOD5 <Skip if age is under 5> Which of the following are you trying to do about <your / [CHILD]'s> weight?  
wghtchange

C Y A O

(Read Options. Single Response.)
1 <Lose weight / Help them to lose weight>
2 <Gain weight / Help them to gain weight>
3 <Stay the same weight / Help them to stay the same weight>
4 I am not trying to do anything about <my / my child's> weight

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

LIFESTYLE – SUN PROTECTION (Module SUN)

SUN1 How many times did [CHILD] get sunburned in the past 12 months (even just their nose or shoulders?)  
C

(Single Response.)
Enter number of times __________    sunburn (Unlikely response 15-100)

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SUN2 Do you check to see if [CHILD] is adequately protected before going out into the sunlight? That is, does 
[CHILD] wear a hat, use sunscreen and keep covered? Would you say... sunprot

C

(Read options. Single Response)
1 Always
2 Most of the time
3 Sometimes
4 Rarely
5 Never

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

LIFESTYLE – ALCOHOL (Module ALC)

ALC3 The following questions are about your alcohol consumption.
In the last 12 months, how often did you have an alcohol drink of any kind? alc_freq

Y A O

(Read options. Single Response.)
1 Every day
2 5 to 6 days a week
3 3 to 4 days a week
4 1 to 2 days a week
5 2 to 3 days a month
6 About 1 day a month
7 Less often than 1 day a month
8 I don't drink alcohol

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) [Cati wording: "Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember" / Online: "Don’t know">
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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ALC4 <skip if ALC3=8,998,999> A standard drink is equivalent to a schooner of low strength beer, a midi of full 
strength beer, a small glass of wine or a nip of spirits.  On a day when you drink alcohol, how many standard 
drinks do you usually have?  alc_num

Y A O

<for online only, add the 'what is a standard drink?" picture shown here - 
https://src.ecu.edu.au/Media/1/what_is_a_standard_drink_alcohol.JPG>
(Read options IF NEEDED. Single Response.) 

1 20 or more standard drinks
2 16 to 19 standard drinks
3 13 to 15 standard drinks
4 11 to 12 standard drinks
5 9 to 10 standard drinks
6 7 to 8 standard drinks
7 5 to 6 standard drinks
8 3 to 4 standard drinks
9 2 standard drinks

10 1 standard drink
998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

ALC5 <skip if ALC3=8,998,999> In the past four weeks have you had more than 4 standard drinks on a single 
occasion? alc_lastmth

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
1 Yes
2 No

998 [Cati wording: "Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember" / Online: "Don’t know">
999 Refused

LIFESTYLE – TOBACCO SMOKING (Module SMO)

SMO1 The following questions are about tobacco smoking.
Which of the following best describes <your / [CHILD]'s> home situation? 
<If both online AND child survey, add "If [CHILD] spends time in more than one household, answer the 
question for any households where people smoke."> smokhome

C Y A O

(Single Response. Read options.  Interviewer note: If child spends time in more than one household, record 
the answer for any households where people smoke).

1 The home is smoke free (includes smoking is allowed outside only)
2 People occasionally smoke in the house
3 People frequently smoke in the house

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

SMO2 Which of the following best describes your smoking status? This includes cigarettes, cigars and pipes. 
<Online only: "This does not include e-cigarettes or vaping devices">
(Interviewer note: This does not include e-cigarettes or vaping devices) smokstat  

Y A O

(Read Options. Single Response.)
1 I smoke daily
2 I smoke occasionally
3 I don’t smoke now but I used to
4 I’ve tried it a few times but never smoked regularly
5 I’ve never smoked

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

SMO2A  <skip if SMO2 is 1,2,5,998,999> Over your lifetime, would you have smoked at least 100 cigarettes or a 
similar amount of tobacco? hundredcigs

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

SMO7 The following questions are about electronic cigarettes. <Online only text:"This include e-cigarettes, 
electronic-shisha, electronic-hookah, personal vaporisers, and vape pens, whether they include nicotine or 
not."> 
Which of the following best describes <your / [CHILD]’s> home situation? ecighome
(Interviewer note: This include e-cigarettes, electronic-shisha, electronic-hookah, personal vaporisers, and 
vape pens, whether they include nicotine or not)

C Y A O

(Single Response. Read options.  <If child survey: "Interviewer note: If child spends time in more than one 
household, record the answer for any households where people use electronic cigarrettes">)

1 The home is vape free (includes use of e-cigarettes; and can include vaping allowed outside only)
2 People occasionally vape in the house
3 People frequently vape in the house

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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SMO6A How often, if at all, do you vape? ecigstatnew  (Interviewer note: This include e-cigarettes, electronic-shisha, 
electronic-hookah, personal vaporisers, and vape pens, whether they include nicotine or not) Y A O

(Read Options. Single Response.)
1 Daily
2 Less than daily but at least once a week
3 Less than weekly, but at least once a month
4 Less than once a month
5 I don't vape now, but I used to
6 I've tried it a few times but never vaped regularly
7 I’ve never vaped

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

LIFESTYLE – NUTRITION (Module NUT)

NUT1 <Ask if age is 1+ only> Now to some questions about food. 
How many serves of vegetables <do you/does [CHILD]> usually eat each day? A serve of vegetables is equal 
to half cup of cooked vegetables or 1 cup of salad. 

C Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of serves.) 
Enter number of serves _____ numbveg (Unlikely response 6-20)

991 Less than one serve per day
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused 

NUT2 <Ask if age is 1+ only> How many serves of fruit <do you/does [CHILD]> usually eat each day? A serve of 
fruit is equal to one medium piece, two small pieces of fruit or one cup of diced fruit. 

C Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of serves.) 
Enter number of serves _____ numbfrt (Unlikely response 5-20)

991 Less than one serve per day
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused 

NUT3 <Ask if age is 1+ only> What type of milk <do you/does [CHILD]> usually consume? milktype C Y A O
(Single Response. Prompt if necessary)

1 Full fat or whole milk of any kind, including soya
2 Low / reduced fat milk of any kind, including soya
3 Skim milk, that is milk with no fat content at all
4 Other
5 Don’t use milk

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

Joint screen 
NUT5 to 

NUT5_CODE

<Ask if age is 1+ only> How many times <do you/does [CHILD]> eat meals or snacks such as burgers, 
kebabs, meat pies, pizza, chicken or chicken nuggets from places like McDonalds, Hungry Jacks, KFC, Pizza 
Hut, or other take-away places?  
You can answer in terms of times per day, OR times per week, OR times per month - whichever you prefer

C Y A O

(Single Response. Record times daily, weekly or monthly.)
<allows an answer above 0 in ONE numeric box, OR a code picked. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

NUT5 Daily      _____  tkwydly (Unlikely response 4 - 99)
TKWYWKLY Weekly  _____  tkwywkly (Unlikely response 10 - 99)

TKWYMTHLY Monthly  _____  tkwymthly  (Unlikely response 40 - 499) 
NUT5_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>

997 Rarely/Never  <exclusive code>
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember  <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
NUT9 to 

NUT9_CODE

<Ask if age is 1+ only> How many times <do you/does [CHILD]> eat hot chips, french-fries, wedges, hash 
browns or fried potatoes? 
Please continue to answer in terms of number of times per day, OR times per week, OR times per month
(Interviewer  note: include any responses that mention air-frying or air-fried potatoes)

C Y A O

(Single Response. Record times daily, weekly or monthly.)
<allows an answer above 0 in ONE numeric box, OR a code picked. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

NUT9 Daily      _____  chipsdly (Unlikely response 4 - 99)
CHIPSWKLY Weekly  _____  chipswkly (Unlikely response 10 - 99) 

CHIPSMTHLY Monthly  _____ chipsmthly  (Unlikely response 40 - 499) 
NUT9_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>

997 Rarely/Never  <exclusive code>
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember  <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>
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Joint screen 
NUT10 to 

NUT10_CODE

<Ask if age is 1+ only> How many times <do you/does [CHILD]> eat sweet biscuits, cakes, doughnuts, 
muffins, pastries or muesli bars? (IF NEEDED: You can answer in terms of times per day, OR times per 
week, OR times per month - whichever you prefer.)

C Y A O

(Single Response. Record times daily, weekly or monthly.)
<allows an answer above 0 in ONE numeric box, OR a code picked. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

NUT10 Daily      _____  cakesdly  (Unlikely response 4 - 99)
CAKESWKLY Weekly  _____  cakeswkly (Unlikely response 10 - 99)

CAKESMTHLY Monthly  _____  cakesmthly  (Unlikely response 40 - 499) 
NUT10_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>

997 Rarely/Never  <exclusive code>
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember  <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
NUT11 to 

NUT11_CODE

<Ask if age is 1+ only> How many times <do you/does [CHILD]> eat potato crisps or other salty snacks like 
corn chips, Twisties, Burger Rings, crackers, pretzels? (IF NEEDED: You can answer in terms of times per 
day, OR times per week, OR times per month - whichever you prefer.)

C Y A O

(Single Response. Record times daily, weekly or monthly.)
<allows an answer above 0 in ONE numeric box, OR a code picked. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

NUT11 Daily      _____  snacksdly (Unlikely response 4 - 99)
SNACKSWKLY Weekly  _____  snackswkly (Unlikely response 10 - 99) 

SNACKSMTHLY Monthly  _____  snacksmthly  (Unlikely response 40 - 499) 
NUT11_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>

997 Rarely/Never  <exclusive code>
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember  <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
NUT12 to 

NUT12_CODE

<Ask if age is 1+ only> How many times <do you/does [CHILD]> drink soft drinks, energy or sports drinks, or 
cordial?  This does not include diet or no sugar versions such as Coke Zero, Pepsi Max, Gatorade G-Active 
or Red Bull Sugarfree.  (IF NEEDED: You can answer in terms of times per day, OR times per week, OR times 
per month - whichever you prefer.)

C Y A O

(Single Response. Record times daily, weekly or monthly.)
<allows an answer above 0 in ONE numeric box, OR a code picked. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

NUT12 Daily      _____  sftdrnksdly (Unlikely response 4 - 99)
SFTDRNKWKLY Weekly  _____  sftdrnkswkly  (Unlikely response 10 - 99)

SFTDRNKMTHLY Monthly  _____  sftdrnksmthly  (Unlikely response 40 - 499) 

NUT12_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>
997 Rarely/Never  <exclusive code>
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember  <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>

Joint screen 
NUT13 to 

NUT13_CODE

<Ask if age is 1+ only> How many times <do you/does [CHILD]> eat processed meat products such as 
sausages, sausage-rolls, bacon, ham, salami or other cold meats? (IF NEEDED: You can answer in terms of 
times per day, OR times per week, OR times per month - whichever you prefer.)

C Y A O

(Single Response. Record times daily, weekly or monthly.)
<allows an answer above 0 in ONE numeric box, OR a code picked. 0 or blank allowed in unused fields>

NUT13 Daily      _____  procmtsdly (Unlikely response 4 - 99)
PROCMTWKLY Weekly  _____  procmtswkly  (Unlikely response 10 - 99)

PROCMTMTHLY Monthly  _____  procmtsmthly  (Unlikely response 40 - 499)  
NUT13_CODE <Has no question text - intention is to look like part of the above question>

997 Rarely/Never  <exclusive code>
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember  <exclusive code>
999 <excluded from online> Refused  <exclusive code>

NUT8 In the last 12 months, were there any times that you ran out of food and couldn't afford to buy more?  
foodsecurity

C Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

WARWICK EDINBURGH MENTAL WELLBEING SCALE (Module WEM)

Joint screen 
WEM1-WEM11

The next questions are about your social and emotional wellbeing.
Y A O

<CATI: "I am going to read out" / Online "Below are"> some statements about feelings and thoughts.
Y A O

Please select the answer that best describes your experience of each over the last 2 weeks. Y A O
(interviewer note: The following questions are part of the Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale, a 
standardised insgtrument that measures mental wellbeing).
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WEM1 I’ve been feeling optimistic about the future <CATI only ", would you say">… WEM1 Y A O
(Read Options. Single Response)

1 None of the time
2 Rarely
3 Some of the time
4 Often
5 All of the time

WEM2 I’ve been feeling useful WEM2 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 None of the time
2 Rarely
3 Some of the time
4 Often
5 All of the time

WEM3 I’ve been feeling relaxed WEM3 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 None of the time
2 Rarely
3 Some of the time
4 Often
5 All of the time

WEM6 I’ve been dealing with problems well WEM6 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 None of the time
2 Rarely
3 Some of the time
4 Often
5 All of the time

WEM7 I’ve been thinking clearly WEM7 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 None of the time
2 Rarely
3 Some of the time
4 Often
5 All of the time

WEM9 I’ve been feeling close to other people WEM9 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 None of the time
2 Rarely
3 Some of the time
4 Often
5 All of the time

WEM11 I’ve been able to make up my own mind about things WEM11 Y A O
(Read Options if needed. Single Response)

1 None of the time
2 Rarely
3 Some of the time
4 Often
5 All of the time

MENTAL HEALTH CONDITIONS (Module MEN)

MEN1 <For online only, MEN1 to MEN4 are grouped> 
In the last 12 months have you been told by a doctor that you had an anxiety condition?   anxiety

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

MEN2 In the last 12 months have you been told by a doctor that you are depressed?  depress Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

MEN3 In the last 12 months have you been told by a doctor that you had a stress-related condition stress Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused
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MEN4 In the last 12 months have you been told by a doctor that you had any other mental health condition  othmhp
Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

MEN5 Are you currently receiving treatment for anxiety, depression, stress-related conditions or any other mental 
health condition? mhptrt (Interviewer note:  includes phone treatment)

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

MEN6 <IF NOT (MEN1,MEN2,MEN3,MEN4 OR MEN5=1), SKIP. Meaning, ask MEN6 if yes to ANY of those> Do you 
still have any of these conditions?  mhpstill

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

MEN7 <Ask if age is 1+ only> 
The next few questions are about [CHILD]’s social and emotional wellbeing
Overall, does [CHILD] have trouble with emotions, concentration, behaviour or getting on with people?  
Would you say... emotrbl

C

(Read Options. Single Response)
1 1. No 
2 2. Only a little       
3 3. Quite a lot      
4 4. Very much      

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

MEN8 <Ask if age is 1+ only> <skip if MEN7=1,998,999>Do you think [CHILD] needs special help for this? emothelp
C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

MEN9 <Ask if age is 1+ only> Has [CHILD] ever been treated for an emotional or mental health condition?  cmhptrt
C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

SOCIAL CAPITAL (Module CAP)

CAP1 How many groups/associations do you belong to? Include religious groups, social groups, sporting groups, 
political groups, professional groups etc… 
<Online only: "Enter 0 if none.">

Y A O

(Single Response. Enter number of groups. )
Enter number _________ groups (Unlikely response 11-40) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SCHOOL CONNECTEDNESS (Module SCH)

SCH4 <Skip if age is less than 5> The next questions are about bullying. Bullying is when someone is picked on, 
hit, kicked, threatened or ignored by other children.
In the past 12 months has [CHILD] been bullied? cbullied

C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SCH5 <Skip if age is less than 5> In the past 12 months has [CHILD] bullied other kids? cbullies C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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FAMILY FUNCTIONING (Module FAM)

FAM3 <In online, FAM3 to FAM6 are grouped together> 
Here are statements about families and family relationships.  Please rate how much you agree or disagree 
with the following statements. <CATI only: "Firstly …">
We usually don’t get on well together. famrel1

C

(Read Options. Single Response)
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

FAM4 Planning family activities is usually difficult.  famrel2 C
(Read Options. Single Response. Interviewer note: this can include either disagreements or disharmony) 

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

FAM5 We usually avoid discussing our fears and concerns openly with each other.  famrel3 C
(Read Options. Single Response)

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

FAM6 Making decisions is usually a problem in our family because we misunderstand each other.  famrel4
C

(Read Options. Single Response)
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly disagree

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS (Module CHA)

CHA1 In which country <were you/was [CHILD]> born?  cob C Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

1 Australia
2 Other ___________ cob_text

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

CHA2 <Are you/Is [CHILD]> of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin?  tsiabor C Y A O
(Read Options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes, Aboriginal
2 Yes, Torres Strait Islander
3 Yes, both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

RES2 Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin?  tsiaborp1 C
(Single Response. Interviewer note: prompt if necessary)

0 No
1 Yes, Aboriginal
2 Yes, Torres Strait Islander
3 Yes, both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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CHA4 In which country was <your/[CHILD]'s> father born?
<Online only text: "If there is more than one father, such as an adoptive, step or foster father or other 
guardian, please provide the country of birth for your/your child's birth father, if known.
If <you / child> <have/has> same-sex parents, include the country of birth of one of the two parents here."> 
parent1cob

C Y A O

(IF NEEDED: If there is more than one father, such as an adoptive, step or foster father or other guardian, 
please provide the country of birth for your/your child's birth father, if known.
If you/child have same-sex parents, include the country of birth of one of the two parents here.)
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

1 Australia
2 Other ___________ parent2cob_text

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

CHA4A In which country was <your/[CHILD]'s> mother born? 
<Online only text: "If there is more than one mother, such as an adoptive, step or foster mother or other 
guardian, please provide the country of birth for your/your child's birth mother, if known.
If <you/child> <have/has> same-sex parents, include the country of birth of one of the two parents here.">
parent2cob

C Y A O

(IF NEEDED: If there is more than one mother, such as an adoptive, step or foster mother or other guardian, 
please provide the country of birth for your/your child's birth mother, if known.
If you/child have same-sex parents, include the country of birth of one of the two parents here.)
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

1 Australia
2 Other ___________ parent2cob_text

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

CHA5 <Do you/Does [CHILD]> speak a language other than English at home?
<Online only text: "If more than one language other than English is spoken at home, what is the one that is 
used most often. This may include sign languages (e.g. AUSLAN) or Aboriginal languages.">
 language

C Y A O

(IF NEEDED: If more than one language other than English is spoken at home, what is the one that is used 
most often. This may include sign languages (e.g. AUSLAN) or Aboriginal languages.)
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

1 English only
2 Other _______________

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

CHA6B What is <your/[CHILD]'s> ancestry?
<Online only text: "Please select up to two responses.">
 ancestry_1 ancestry_2

C Y A O

(Select two responses.  Interviewer note:  Provide up to TWO ancestries only. Prompt if necessary. 
Examples of ‘Other ancestry’: Croatian, Serbian, Filipino, Tamil, Sinhalese, Hmong, Maori, Pitcairn, 
Australian South Sea Islander. If more than two ancestries apply, provide the two ancestries the person 
most closely identifies with. 'Other' Responses should be brief and related to a country or geographic 
region, cultural background or language group).) 
<Programming note: 9=Other can only be completed once, cannot have two 9=Other, no limit on whether 
picked first or second if mutlple ancestries.>

1 Australian
2 English
3 Irish
4 Scottish
5 Chinese
6 Italian
7 German
8 Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
9 Other (specify) _____________________ ancestry_1a ancestry_2b

10 Ancestry unknown <EXCLUSIVE>
998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember <EXCLUSIVE>
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused <EXCLUSIVE>

CHA26 What is the highest level of primary or high school that you have completed? schooling Y A O
(Single Response.  Interviewer note:  Prompt if necessary)

1 Never attended school
2 Currently still at school
3 Year 8 or below
4 Year 9 or equivalent  
5 Year 10 or equivalent  
6 Year 11 or equivalent
7 Year 12 or equivalent (matriculation/leaving)

998  <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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CHA27 <skip if CHA26=1 or 2> Have you completed any qualifications (since leaving school)? otherquals Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

CHA28 <skip if Cha27 does NOT = 1 (yes)> What is the highest qualification you have completed?  whatquals
Y A O

(Single Response.  Interviewer note:  Prompt if necessary)
1 Bachelor degree or higher
2 Diploma or certificate taking more than 12 months full time
3 Diploma or certificate taking less than 12 months full time
4 Trade / apprenticeship

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CHA7 Which ONE of the following best describes your current employment status?  Are you:  empstat Y A O
(Read Options. Single Response.  Interviewer note: This question relates to MAIN occupation. A full-time 
student who works part-time is coded as a student)

1 Self employed Go to CHA25      
2 Employed for wages, salary or payment-in-kind Go to CHA25
3 Unemployed for less than one year
4 Unemployed for more than one year
5 Engaged in home duties Go to TIMINGEMP
6 Retired Go to TIMINGEMP
7 Unable to work Go to TIMINGEMP
8 A student Go to TIMINGEMP
9 Other Go to TIMINGEMP

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t Know/Can’t Remember Go to TIMINGEMP
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused Go to TIMINGEMP

CHA9 Are you looking for employment?  lookemp Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No     Go to TIMINGEMP
1 Yes    Go to TIMINGEMP

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember   Go to TIMINGEMP
999 <excluded from online> Refused   Go to TIMINGEMP

CHA25 Do you work fly-in fly-out or do some form of work that takes you away from home for a set period each 
week or month? awaywork

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No     
1 Yes    

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

CHA29 <Skip if CHA25=1 (yes)> Are you a shift worker? shiftwork Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No     Go to CHA24
1 Yes    

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember   Go to CHA24 
999 <excluded from online> Refused    Go to CHA24 

Joint screen 
CHA30A to 

CHA30D

What is your pattern of working each week or month? 
Y A O

(Code Unsure/Don't know/Can't remember as 998 and Refused as 999)
<998/999 allowed in any and all fields> <At least one field must have an answer above zero. No limit on how 
many fields can be used. 0 or blank accepted in unused fields>

CHA30A ____days on  dayson (Allowable response 0-50)   
CHA30B ___ days off  daysoff (Allowable response 0-50)
CHA30C ____weeks on  weekson  (Allowable response 0-50)  
CHA30D ___ weeks off  weeksoff (Allowable response 0-50)  

CHA31 When on, how many hours per shift/day do you work? Y A O
(Allows up to 2 decmal places)
____hours on  shifthrs (Unlikely response 17-36, allow 2 decimal places)

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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CHA24 <skip if CHA25 = 1 OR CHA29 =1> How many hours per week do you work in paid employment?  Y A O
(Interviewer note: if asked, it is the total number of hours put in rather than the hours paid for. )
(Allows up to 2 decmal places)
Hours per week  ______  hrswrk (Unlikely response 65-90, allow 2 decimal places)

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> Refused

CHA12 How would you best describe <your / [CHILD]'S> family structure?  
<CATI only text: "Please listen to the options and then tell me which one is the closest to <your / [CHILD]'S> 
family situation.">  famstruc

C Y A

(Read Options.  Single Response)
1 A family with a child or children living with both biological or adoptive parents
2 A step or blended family
3 A sole parent family
4 <NOT VISIBLE / AVAILABLE IN CHILD SURVEYS> A couple with no dependent children
5 <NOT VISIBLE / AVAILABLE IN CHILD SURVEYS> A single person with no dependent children
6 Other family structure

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CHA13 <skip if NOT CHA12=2 or 3> How often would [CHILD] see their other parent during a usual month?  
<Online only: "Enter 0 if [CHILD] never sees other biological parent.">

C

(Single response.) (NEVER = 0)
Enter number of days per month ________ othpar (Allowable response 0-31)

444 Doesn't have other parent / other parent dead
991 Sees less than once per month
998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

CHA14 What best describes your current living arrangements?   livearr Y A O
(Read Options. Single Response)

1 Living with my parent(s)
2 Living with other family members
3 Living with friends
4 Living with a partner and children
5 Living with a partner but no children
6 Living alone
7 Living in a nursing home
8 Living in a retirement village
9 Other living arrangements

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CHA15 What is your marital status?   marstat Y A O
(Read Options. Single Response)

1 Married
2 Living with a partner/Defacto
3 Widowed
4 Divorced
5 Separated
6 Never Married

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CHA16 Is the place where you are currently living…?  currliv Y A O
(Read Options.  Single Response)

1 Rented from the government or from a public authority
2 Rented privately
3 Being paid off by you/your partner
4 Fully Owned/Outright owner
5 Other

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CHA17 Which best describes (your household money situation/ the money situation of the household [CHILD] lives 
in)?  spend

C Y A O

(Read Options.  Single Response)
1 I am / we are spending more money than I / we get
2 I / we have just enough money to get us through to the next pay day
3 There’s some money left over but I / we just spend it
4 I / we can save a bit every now and then
5 I / we can save regularly
6 I / we can save a lot

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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CHA18A I would now like to ask you about your household's income. We are interested in how income relates to 
health, lifestyle and access to health services.  Before tax is taken out, which of the following ranges best 
describes your household's income, from all sources, over the past 12 months? income200

C Y A O

<Interviewer note: self funded retirees should report the amount of money they allow themselves per year 
from retirement savings or superannuation>
(Read Options. Single Response)

1 Under $40,000     
2 $40,000  - $80,000   
3 $80,000 - $120,000     
4 $120,000 - $160,000     
5 $160,000 - $200,000
6 More than $200,000

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CHA20 Do you receive a government pension? 
<Online only: "This Includes age pension, disability pension, carer allowance, family pension etc."> pension Y A O

(Single Response. Interviewer note: Includes age pension, disability pension, carer allowance, family 
pension etc) 
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

CHA21 Do you have a health care card, that is a card that entitles you to discounted prescriptions and bulk billing?  
hlthcard

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

CHA22 <Do you have/Is [CHILD] covered by> private health insurance?   privins C Y A O
(Read Options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Hospital only
2 Extras or Ancillary only
3 Both hospital & extras

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CHILD RESPONDENT – SOCIAL & PSYCHOSOCIAL (Module RES)
RES4 Now some questions about you.

In general, how would you say your health is: sf1genp1
C

(Read Options. Single Response)
1 Excellent
2 Very good
3 Good
4 Fair
5 Poor

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

RES5 In the last 12 months have you been told by a doctor that you had depression, anxiety, stress or any other 
mental health condition?   mhp12mop1

C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

RES6 Are you currently receiving treatment for anxiety, depression, stress-related conditons or any other mental 
health condition? <Online only: "This includes phone treatment."> mhptrtp1

C

(Do NOT read options.Single Response.  Interviewer note: includes phone treatment)
0 No 
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

RES7 <Skip if Res5=000,998,999 or res6=001> Do you still have any of these conditions?  mhpstillp1 C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused
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RES16 What is the highest level of primary or high school that you have completed?  schoolingp1 C
(Single Response.  Interviewer note:  Prompt if necessary)

1 Never attended school
2 Currently still at school
3 Year 8 or below
4 Year 9 or equivalent  
5 Year 10 or equivalent  
6 Year 11 or equivalent
7 Year 12 or equivalent (matriculation/leaving)

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

RES22 Have you completed any qualifications (since leaving school)?  otherqualsp1 C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)

0 No 
1 Yes 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

RES23 <skip if RES22=0,998,999> What is the highest qualification you have completed?  whatqualsp1 C
(Single Response.  Interviewer note:  prompt if necessary)

1 Bachelor degree or higher
2 Diploma or certificate taking more than 12 months full time
3 Diploma or certificate taking less than 12 months full time
4 Trade / apprenticeship

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

RES18 Which one of the following best describes your current employment status?  Are you:  empstatp1 C
(Single Response. Read Options)

1 Self employed
2 Employed for wages, salary or payment in kind
3 Unemployed for less than one year  Go to RES20
4 Unemployed for more than one year Go to RES20
5 Engaged in home duties Go to RES21
6 Retired Go to RES21
7  Unable to work Go to RES21
8 A student Go to RES21
9 Other Go to RES21

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember Go to RES21
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused Go to RES21

RES24 Do you work fly-in fly-out or do some form of work that takes you away from home for a set period each 
week or month? awayworkp1

C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)
0 No 
1 Yes Go to RES26A

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

RES25 Are you a shift worker? shiftworkp1 C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)

0 No      Go to RES19
1 Yes   

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember   Go to RES19
999 <excluded from online> Refused    Go to RES19

Joint screen 
RES26A to 

RES26D

What is your pattern of working each week or month? 
C

(Code Unsure/Don't know/Can't remember as 998 and Refused as 999)
<998/999 allowed in any and all fields> <At least one field must have an answer above zero. No limit on how 
many fields can be used. 0 or blank accepted in unused fields>

RES26A ____days on  daysonp1 (Allowable response 0-50)   
RES26B ___ days off  daysoffp1 (Allowable response 0-50)
RES26C ____weeks on  weeksonp1 (Allowable response 0-50)
RES26D ___ weeks off  weeksoffp1 (Allowable response 0-50)

RES27 When on, how many hours per shift/day do you work? C
(Allows up to 2 decimal places)
____hours on  shifthrsp1  (Unlikely response 17-36, allow up to 2 decimal places)

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SEQUENCE: If RES27 answered skip to RES21. 
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RES19 If you are in paid employment either for yourself or others, how many hours per week do you work?  
hrswrkp1

C

(Code none as 0.  Interviewer note: if asked, it is the total number of hours put in rather than the hours paid 
for.)
(Allows up to 2 decimal places)
Enter hours per week  ______    (Unlikely response 65-90, allow up to 2 decimal places)

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

RES20 <Skip UNLESS RES18=3 or 4> Are you looking for employment?  lookempp1 C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)

0 No     
1 Yes     

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

RES21 Do you a have a health care card, that is a card which entitles you to discounted prescriptions and bulk 
billing? hlthcardp1

C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)
0 No     
1 Yes     

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

PARTNER OF CHILD RESPONDENT (Module PTR)

PTR1 And now a few questions about your partner, if you have one.
Do you share your home with a partner?   partner

C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)
0 No Go to TIMINGPTR
1 Yes 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember Go to TIMINGPTR
999 <excluded from online> Refused Go to TIMINGPTR

PTR3 Is your partner of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin?  tsiaborp2 C
(Single Response. Interviewer note:  prompt if necessary)  

0 No
1 Yes, Aboriginal only
2 Yes, Torres Strait Islander only
3 Yes, both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

PTR4 Which one of the following best describes your partner’s current employment status?  Is your partner:   
empstatp2

C

(Read options. Single response)
1 Self employed
2 Employed for wages, salary or  payment in kind
3 Unemployed for less than one year Go to PTR6
4 Unemployed for more than one year Go to PTR6
5 Engaged in home duties Go to PTR7
6 Retired Go to PTR7
7 Unable to work Go to PTR7
8 A student Go to PTR7
9 Other Go to PTR7

998 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember Go to PTR7
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused Go to PTR7

PTR10 Does your partner work fly-in fly-out or do some form of work that takes them away from home for a set 
period each week or month? awayworkp2

C

(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)
0 No 
1 Yes Go to PTR12A

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

PTR11 Is your partner a shift worker? shiftworkp2 C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)

0 No  Go to PTR5
1 Yes 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember   Go to PTR5
999 <excluded from online> Refused Go to PTR5
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Joint screen 
PTR12A to 

PTR12D

What is your partner's pattern of working each week or month? 
C

(Code Don't Know/Can't Remember/Unsure as 998 and Refused as 999)
<998/999 allowed in any and all fields> <At least one field must have an answer above zero. No limit on how 
many fields can be used. 0 or blank accepted in unused fields>

PTR12A ____days on  daysonp2 (Allowable response 0-50)   
PTR12B ___ days off  daysoffp2 (Allowable response 0-50)
PTR12C ____weeks on  weeksonp2 (Allowable response 0-50)
PTR12D ___ weeks off  weeksoffp2 (Allowable response 0-50)

PTR13  When on, how many hours per shift/day do they work? C
(Allows up to 2 decimal places)
____hours on  shifthrsp2  (Unlikely response 17-36, allow 2 decimal places)

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don't know/Can't remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

SEQUENCE SEQUENCE: If PTR13 IS answered skip to PTR7

PTR5 If your partner is in paid employment, either for themselves or others, how many hours per week do they 
work?  hrswrkp2

C

(Single response. Code no hours as 0. Interviewer note: if asked, it is the total number of hours worked 
rather than the hours paid for.)
Enter hours per week _______  (Unlikely response 65-120, allow 2 decimal places) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don't know/Can't remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

PTR6 <Skip UNLESS PTR4=3 or 4> Is your partner looking for employment?  lookempp2 C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)

0 No     
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

PTR7 What is the highest level of primary or high school that your partner has completed?  schoolingp2 C
(Single Response.  Interviewer note: prompt if necessary)

1 Never attended school
2 Currently still at school
3 Year 8 or below
4 Year 9 or equivalent  
5 Year 10 or equivalent  
6 Year 11 or equivalent
7 Year 12 or equivalent (matriculation/leaving)

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

PTR8 Has your partner completed any qualifications (since leaving school)?  otherqualsp2 C
(Do NOT read options. Single Response.)

0 No 
1 Yes 

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

PTR9 <skip if PTR8=0,998,999> What is the highest qualification your partner has completed?   whatqualsp2
C

(Single Response. Interviewer note: prompt if necessary)
1 Bachelor degree or higher
2 Diploma or certificate taking more than 12 months full time
3 Diploma or certificate taking less than 12 months full time
4 Trade / apprenticeship

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

WEIGHTING (Module WEI)

WEI5 Now <CATI: "I" / Online: "we"> would like to ask you a few questions that we use to ensure that the 
information we collect is representative of the whole of WA.  
What is the total number of people who usually live in this household INCLUDING YOURSELF? 

C Y A O

(Code NONE as 0)
Enter number __________ numhouse (Unlikely response 0, 7-20) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused
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WEI7 What is your suburb, town or community?  locality C Y A O
(Single Response.)
Enter town / suburb   __________ locality_string
<For CATI only - Text answers can't contain 9 or 6 or the strings "REFUSE" or "DONT" or "CANT" or 
"REMEMBER" or "OTHER". This is to stop interviewers doing things like entering a postcode instead of a 
suburb or putting refused in the text box instead of clicking a code>

9998 <CATI: "Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember" / Online:"I don't know">
9999 <excluded from online> Refused

WEI6 [If WEI7 = 9998 or 9999 ] What is your postcode?  C Y A O
(Single Response.)
Enter postcode _________  postcode   (Allowable response 6000-6999) 

9998 <CATI: "Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember" / Online:"I don't know">
9999 <excluded from online> Refused

Food Security (Module FSSA)

SEQUENCE: IF NOT DEM1 > 17 SKIP TO TSTARTSUI (attached to invisible question SKIPFOODSEC1)
SEQUENCE: IF NOT SAR (SAMPLE AREA) == 1 SKIP TO TSTARTSUI (attached to invisible question SKIPFOODSEC2)

AGE18 <Skip if WEI5==1 or 998 or 999 - this question only asked if wei5 indicates multiple people live in household. 
For this entire section, wording and skip logic changes based on this (single person household vs multiple 
people in house> These next questions are about the food eaten in your household in the last 12 months 
and whether you were able to afford the food you need.

To make sure that you are asked the relevant questions, <CATI:"I" / Online: "we"> first need to know how 
many children in your household are under the age of 18 years, if any? age18

(Code NONE as 0)
Enter number __________(Unlikely response 7 to 12) 

998 <excluded from online> Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <excluded from online> Refused

HH1  <If WEI5==1 or 998 or 999 (as in, AGE18 was NOT asked) "These next questions are about the food eaten in 
your household in the last 12 months and whether you were able to afford the food you need.">
Which of these statements best describes the food eaten in your houshehold in the last 12 months?  hh1 Y A O

(Read options. Single Response)

1 Enough of the kinds of food <I / we> want to eat <programming note: <I / we> means that for single person 
households (wei5= 1,998,999) it will display "I", otherwise it will display "we". This is the same throughout 
this entire section. <my / our> etc is similiar.>

2 Enough but not always the kinds of food <I / we> want  

3 Sometimes not enough to eat

4 Often not enough to eat

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

HH2 <HH2 to HH4 are combined online> Now <CATI only:"I'm going to read you"> several statements that people 
have made about their food situation. For these statements, please tell <CATI: "me"  / Online: "us"> whether 
the statement was OFTEN true, SOMETIMES true or NEVER true for you in the last 12 months. Y A O

<CATI only: "The first statement is:"> <I / we> worried whether <my / our> food would run out before <I / we> 
got money to buy more. 
<CATI only: "Was this often true, sometimes true or never true for <you / your household>  in the last 12 
months?"> hh2
(Only reprovide options IF needed. Single Response)

1 Often true

2 Sometimes true

3 Never true

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

HH3 The food that <I / we> bought just didn't last, and <I / we> didn't have money to get more. 
<CATI only: "Was this often, sometimes or never true for <you / your household> in the last 12 months?"> 
hh3

Y A O

(Only reprovide options IF needed. Single Response)

1 Often true

2 Sometimes true

3 Never true

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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HH4 I couldn't afford to eat balanced meals. 
<CATI only: "Was this often true, sometimes true or never true for you in the last 12 months?"> hh4

Y A O

(Only reprovide options IF needed. Single Response)

1 Often true

2 Sometimes true

3 Never true

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

SEQUENCE: if NOT (AGE18 > 0 and AGE18 < 998) skip to AD1. Meaning that CH1 to CH3 is only asked if 
respondent confirmed they are living with children at AGE18. If they aren't (0), or wouldn't/couldn't say 
(998/999), or AGE18 not asked (based on WEI5 answers) then these are skipped. (This skip is attached to hidden 
question PRECH1SKIP)

CH1 <CATI: "Now I'm going to read a few / Online: "Here are several"> statements that may describe the food 
situation for households with children.">

You or other adults in the household relied on only a few kinds of low-cost food to feed the <If age18=1 (one 
child) "child", else "children">  because you were running out of money to buy food. 
Was that often, sometimes or never true in the last 12 months? ch1

Y A O

(Single Response)

1 Often true

2 Sometimes true

3 Never true

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CH2 You or other adults in the household couldn't feed the <child / children> a balanced meal, because you 
couldn't afford it. 
Was that often, sometimes or never true for you in the last 12 months? ch2

Y A O

(Single Response)

1 Often true

2 Sometimes true

3 Never true

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CH3 <IF NOT (HH2,HH3,HH4,CH1 OR CH2=1 (Often true) or 2 (Sometimes true)) skip to TIMINGFOOD. Meaning 
that CH3 to CH7 (including AD questions) is skipped if respondent does not indicate difficulties in ANY of 
the previous relevant questions> My <child was / children were> not eating enough because I or other adult 
members of the household just couldn't afford enough food. 
Was that often, sometimes or never true for you in the last 12 months? ch3

Y A O

(Single Response)

1 Often true

2 Sometimes true

3 Never true

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

AD1 <If NOT (HH2,HH3 or HH4 = 1 (often true) or 2 (sometimes true)) skip to TIMINGFOOD>
<if NOT WEI5=1,998,999 "The following few questions are about the food situation in the past 12 months for 
you or any other adults in your household.">
In the last 12 months, did <If wei5=1,998,999 "you" / else "you or any other adults"> ever cut the size of your 
meals or skip meals because there wasn't enough money for food? ad1

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No Go to AD2

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember Go to AD2

999 <excluded from online> Refused Go to AD2

AD1A How often did this happen? ad1a Y A O

(Single Response. Read Options)

1 Amost every month

2 Some months but not every month

3 Only in 1 or 2 months

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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AD2 In the last 12 months, did you ever eat less than you felt you should because there wasn't enough money for 
food? ad2

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> Refused

AD3 In the last 12 months, were you ever hungry but didn't eat because there wasn't enough money for food? 
ad3

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> Refused

AD4 In the last 12 months, did you lose weight because there wasn't enough money for food? ad4 Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> Refused

AD5 <SKIP TO TIMINGFOOD IF NOT AD1,AD2,AD3 OR AD4 = 1 (YES)> In the last 12 months, did <If 
wei5=1,998,999 "you" / Else "you or other adults in your household"> ever not eat for a whole day because 
there wasn't enough money for food? ad5

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No Go to CH4

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember Go to CH4

999 <excluded from online> Refused Go to CH4

AD5A How often did this happen? ad5a Y A O

(Single Response. Read Options)

1 Amost every month

2 Some months but not every month

3 Only in 1 or 2 months

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 

CH4 <If NOT (age18 > 0 and age18 < 998), skip to TIMINGFOOD. Meaning rest of section not asked if AGE18 is 0, 
not asked, or don't know/refused> 
Now, a few questions on the food experiences for children in your household.
In the last 12 months, did you ever cut the size of <If AGE18==1 "your child's", / Else "any of the children's"> 
meals because there wasn't enough money for food? ch4

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> Refused

CH5 In the last 12 months, did your <If AGE18==1 "child" / else "children"> ever skip meals because there wasn't 
enough money for food? ch5

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No Go to CH6

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember Go to CH6

999 <excluded from online> Refused Go to CH6

CH5A How often did this happen? ch5a Y A O

(Single Response. Read Options)

1 Amost every month

2 Some months but not every month

3 Only in 1 or 2 months

998 (DO NOT READ OUT) Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> (DO NOT READ OUT) Refused 
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CH6 In the last 12 months, <If AGE18==1 "was your child" / else "were the children"> ever hungry but you just 
couldn't afford more food? ch6

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> Refused

CH7 In the last 12 months, did <If AGE18==1 "your child" / else any of your children> ever not eat for a whole day 
because there wasn't enough money for food? ch7

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No

1 Yes     

998 Unsure / Don’t know / Can’t remember

999 <excluded from online> Refused

SUICIDE AND SELF HARM (Module SUI)

SUI6 Now we have some questions about self harm and suicide. If you find the questions distressing or would 
like to talk with someone, we will give you a phone number that you can call. 

Sometimes, people feel really down and so depressed they feel they can’t cope anymore. Sometimes they 
might think about hurting themselves or even ending their life. 

In the past 12 months, have you ever intentionally and physically harmed yourself, without the intention of 
ending your life? tryharm

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No  
1 Yes 

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

SUI1 During the past 12 months, have you ever seriously thought about ending your own life?  tnkscide Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No  
1 Yes 

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

SUI2 <SKIP unless SUI1=1> In the past 12 months, have you tried to end your own life?  tryscide Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No 
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

SUI3 In the past 12 months, have any of your friends tried to end their own lives? palscide Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No 
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

SUI4 In the past 12 months, have any of your family tried to end their own lives?  famscide Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No 
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

SUI5 <Online question only> Is there anything you would like to add in relation to the last few questions?  textscide

1 Yes (please specify): <open answer, maximum 1000 characters>
99 No
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SUISTATEMENT Thank you for answering those questions. If you found them upsetting and would like to talk about it, <CATI: 
"we can give you a number to call health professionals in your area. Would you like a number?"
Online: "you can call these numbers where you can talk to health professionals in your area:">
(CATI says "If needed:" at start and this is an interviewer note. For online this is regular question text with 
no "If Needed"
     Metro: Mental Health Emergency Response Line (MHERL) on 1300 555 788. 
     Peel area (near Mandurah): (FREECALL) 1800 676 822. 
     Other south west: SouthWest 24 (FREECALL) 1800 555 336.
     Rural Western Australia: Rurallink (FREECALL) 1800 552 002.
These are 24 hour-7 days a week services staffed by health professionals who are there to listen and to offer 
help if you need it. )
<Online only: "(Click the right arrow below to continue)">

Y A O

DRUGS DRUGS (Module DRG)

DRG1 <CATI: I / Online: we> would now like to ask you some questions about drug use and use of substances for 
non-medical purposes. Your responses to these questions will be kept confidential. They will be combined 
with others to help inform future direction for drug prevention and treatment strategies. 

In the last 12 months, have you used any drugs for NON-MEDICAL purposes? 
This could include cannabis, ecstasy, methamphetamines or pain-relievers, sleeping pills and steroids. By 
non-medical purposes we mean the drugs were used to induce a drug experience or feeling, used with other 
drugs to enhance a drug experience, or used for performance enhancement. anydrugs

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No  Go to DRUGTHANK
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember  Go to DRUGTHANK
999 Refused  Go to DRUGTHANK

Joint screen 
DRG2 to DRG15

Which of the following drugs did you use for non-medical purposes in the last 12 months?
<For all of these, for online "READ OUT IF NEEDED" is omitted and the examples are presented as standard 
question text - e.g. "cannabis, for example Pot... Similiar for DRG15>

DRG2 Marijuana/cannabis (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Pot, Grass, Weed, Ganja, Hash) cannabis Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG3 Ecstasy (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example MDMA, Molly, E, Eccies, Pingers) ecstasy Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG4 Methamphetamines (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Speed, Ice, Crystal, Shard, Glass) methonly
Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG5 Amphetamines (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Ritalin, Adderall, Dexamphetamine, Dexies, 
Pseudoephedrine based cold and flu tablets) amphetamines

Y A O

(Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG6 Pain-relievers, analgesics or opioids (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Codeine products such as 
Panadeine Forte, Morphine, Oxycodone, Fentanyl, Tramadol or Gabapentinoids such as Lyrica. (Not over the 
counter medications such as Panadol and Paracetamol or aspirin) painkillers

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused
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DRG7 Tranquilisers or sleeping pills (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Alprazolam, Diazepam, Oxazepam, 
Clonazepam, Sleepers, Benzos, Tranks, Temazepam, Temazzies, Temaze, Rivotril, Serepax, Serries, Xanax, 
Xannies, Stilnox, Rohypnol, Rowies, Valium) tranquilisers

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG8 Steroids (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Roids, Juice, Gear, Andriol, Halotestin, Proviron, Sustanon, 
Testomet) steroids

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG9 Methadone (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Done, Junk, Jungle Juice) methadone Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG10 Buprenorphine (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Bupe, Sub) buprenorphine Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG11 Heroin (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Smack, Horse, H, Black Tar) heroin Y A O
(Do NOT read options. Single Response)

0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG12 Hallucinogens (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Acid, Trips, LSD, Magic mushrooms, Angel dust, DMT, 
Mescaline, Peyote) hallucinogens

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG13 Cocaine (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example Coke, Crack, Snow, Charlie, C, Blow, Freebase) cocaine Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG15 Nitrous oxide (READ OUT IF NEEDED: for example laughing/happy gas, bulbs, whippits, nangs) nitrous
Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes     

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 Refused

DRG14 Did you use any other drug we have not already mentioned? <CATI: "(IF yes:)" / Online (standard text) "If 
yes,"> what is the name of this drug? 
<CATI: "(IF needed: we are interested in drugs used in the last 12 months, for non-medical purposes. Drugs 
we have already asked about are: Marijuana, Ecstasy, Metamphetamines, Amphetamines, Pain-relievers, 
analgesics or opioids, Tranquillisers or sleeping pills, Steroids, Methadone, Buprenorphine, Heroin, 
Hallucinogens, Cocaine, Nitrous oxide)"
Online: (standard question text) "(We are interested in drugs used in the last 12 months, for non-medical 
purposes)"> otherdrug 

Y A O

(Do NOT read options. Single Response)
0 No
1 Yes (please specify name of the drug) ______otherdrug_specify

998 Unsure/Don’t know/Can’t remember
999 <CATI: "Refused" / Online "I refuse to answer this question">
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DRGTHANK Thank you for answering those questions. If you are concerned about your own or another person’s alcohol 
or drug use, the alcohol and drug support line is available. 
<CATI only: "Would you like a number?">
    Metro: (08) 9442 5000
    Rural Western Australia: 1800 198 024
    This service provides 24/7 non-judgemental telephone, counselling, information, referral and support lines 
for alcohol and drug use.
<Online only: "(Click the right arrow below to continue)">

DATALINK (Module LIN)

LIN1 We only have a few more questions.
The Department of Health runs surveys and research projects to guide the planning and provision of the 
best possible health services for Western Australians. If we need to, could we phone you at a later date to 
help us with some of these important surveys? recall

C Y A O

(Single Response. Interviewer note: we have the child's name already in childname)
0 No  Go to LIN2
1 Yes     

LIN1N Thank you very much. May <CATI: "I" / online: "we"> please have your first name?   C Y A O
First name: _____________  <80 character limit> fname

Joint screen 
LIN1A and LIN1B

What would be the best phone number to call you on?
C Y A O

(ENTER THROUGH IF NO NUMBER SUPPLIED - DO NOT TYPE ANYTHING)
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: PLEASE ENTER THE PHONE NUMBER WITHOUT ANY SPACES E.G. 93001234 OR 
0424123123 OR 61001234
DO NOT ADD AREA CODE (08) OR INTERNATIONAL CODE (61) )
<1 or both fields can be left blank. For CATI - Accepts valid WA landlines or mobile numbers, with no spaces, 
area code or international code. For online - any answer is accepted>

LIN1A Main phone number: _____________   phoneno1 
LIN1B Alternative phone number (optional) (Leave BLANK if no Phone2): _____________   phoneno2

LIN2 The Department collects a range of health information such as hospital visits, births and screening 
programs. This information forms part of the WA Data Linkage System. Research using linked data helps us 
identify emerging health issues and plan our health services. We would like to ask for your ongoing consent 
to link the information you have given in this survey with some of the health information the Department has 
about <you/[CHILD]>.  
<Online: box that says "Click for more info" which when clicked shows the text starting from "the 
information / CATI: is an interviewer note - "(If required: The information you provide in this survey may be 
linked to other health information. All linked data research projects are approved by a qualified ethics 
committee. Only information that is not personally identifiable is used and reported on. You can call the 
Research and Innovation Office (Director 9222 4194) or the Epidemiology Directorate (Manager 6373 3806) if 
you want further information)">. link

C Y A O

0 No, I do not give permission for health information linkage (Go to TIMINGLINK)
1 Yes, I give permission for health information linkage 

<LIN2A <LIN2a to lin2d joint screen>    May we have <your/[CHILD's]> full name, date of birth and address? 
C Y A O

(Interviewer note: need address where they LIVE. Not PO box or PMB. They do not LIVE in a post office box.)
(If date of birth not accepted it is because it is very different to expected answer based on previous age 
question. Check and try again.)
<For online only, no validation done on answers except max length of 1000 and any and all fields can be left 
blank>

LIN2A  
LIN2B Surname: _________surname <Max length 80 in CATI, 1000 online>
LIN2C Date of birth: <online only text: "(DD/MM/YYYY)"> (Day, month, year) <For CATI: If DOB is not within 5 years 

of expected year of birth based on age, interviewer shown error message which includes approx. expected 
YOB and can't proceed. For online - any answer in any format is accepted, max length 1000> ________ dob

LIN2D Number and street
e.g. 12 Brown Street: ________ stno <Max length 80 in CATI, 1000 online>

LIN2E Suburb or town
e.g. Subiaco: ______________ locality_new <Max length 80 in CATI, 1000 online>

LIN2_CODE <Only in online version>
1 No - do not wish to provide <selecting this doesn't have any technical effect - for example respondent is free 

to leave eveything blank and go to next screen without selecting this>
TIMINGLINK Captures time taken on LIN1 to LIN2d. This is current elapsed time - TSTARTLINK
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CHILDCALBACK <CATI question only> <skipped if NOT (child survey and (BOD1A_CODE=998 OR BOD2A_CODE=998)). 
Meaning, only asked IF child survey and height or weigth was not known.> Would it be okay if we called you 
back at a suitable time to further clarify some of the responses in this survey?  We are particularly 
interested in weight/height where you may have responded Don't Know. (Interviewer note: Asked of 
respondents to complete height and weight variables for children)

C

<if yes, this case is a CB (delay set within project settings - not programming) and when re-accessed, there 
is a relevant customised intro screen, and the only questions asked are the height and weight questions for 
which answer was unknown. Case still counts as complete and delivered in data regardless of whether 
recontact is successful or not. After bod1/bod2 re-asked, the variable "bmirecall" is populated with a 1, this 
is included in data>
(Do not read options. Single Response)

0 No  
1 Yes     

THANK <CATI only> <note that this is the final part of CATI survey - everything after this in survey doc is online 
only> 
That is the end of the interview. Thank you for your time. My name is <interviewer name> from the Survey 
Research Centre at Edith Cowan University, and this survey is for the WA Department of Health. If you have 
any questions about this survey, you can telephone our office on 6304 2100.  
  
Offer if needed - internet address: https://www.health.wa.gov.au/Improving-WA-Health/Health-and-Wellbeing-
Surveillance-System

C Y A O

Satisfaction survey (Module SAT) <Online only>
PRE_SAT <Online question only> You have completed the Online Health survey. Thank you very much for your 

participation. We are investigating if the online survey mode is a more efficient way to monitor the health 
status of the WA population. If you have the time, please let us know what your experiences were with this 
survey in the next section that only takes a couple of extra minutes. The answers will be very useful for 
future program delivery.

Would you like to answer these additional questions?
1 Yes
2 No <exits survey - any exit from here on counts as a complete still>

SAT1
<Online question only, and can be left blank> On what kind of device did you fill in the survey? Surdev

C Y A O

1 On a PC / desktop / laptop
2 On a mobile device
3 On a tablet
4 Other device
5 Skip this section and submit survey <exits survey>

SAT2
<Online question only, and can be left blank> What did you think of the length of the survey? Surlength C Y A O

(Single Response)
1 Much too short
2 Somewhat too short
3 Just about right
4 Somewhat too long
5 Much too long
6 Skip this section and submit survey <exits survey>

SAT3
<Online question only, and can be left blank> How easy was it to navigate through the survey? Sureas C Y A O

(Single Response)
1 Very easy
2 Easy
3 Regular
4 Difficult
5 Very difficult
6 Skip this section and submit survey <exits survey>

SAT7 <Online question only, and can be left blank> Do you have any recommendations, or was there anything 
unclear in the survey? Please let us know. Surrec

C Y A O

1 Enter recommendations: <Specify, maximum 1000 characters>
99 No recommendations to give

EXIT SCREEN <Online screen only> <note that this "exit screen" is not a survey variable / question - it is a screen outside 
the survey>

C Y A O

Thank you very much for your time. You have now completed this survey.
If you want to know more about the Western Australia Health and Wellbeing Surveillance System and want 
to have a look at previous publications, click on the link below. 
<Inserted as hyperlink: https://ww2.health.wa.gov.au/Reports-and-publications/Population-surveys>


